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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning! I have the VERY TALL task of following both Mary and Greg on this panel and I’m only 5’2” - but I’ve been told that I at times PLAY BIG, and I like to think that digital REPOSITORIES also PLAY BIG in regards to Data Curation.  Repositories provide architectures and platforms for object creation, management, and use; they manage how data is stored; provide publishing workflows and persistent identification of resources; they support preservation planning;  enable and enforce access policies; and protect intellectual property, all while providing highly visible and reliable spaces for discovery, access, and use. Repository services are being integrated into larger cyberinfrastructure initiatives, as they support sharing of scientific, institutional, and cultural data within and among institutions and across disciplines.



Alliance Repository Portals
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As Dawn, mentioned earlier, I direct digital repository services at the Colorado Alliance of Research Libraries. At the Alliance, we work with our member institutions to develop and provide the technical infrastructure, hardware, and software components of a shared repository service. We also offer assistance with data migration and preparation, as well as act as a support resource for members when they are developing local collections, policies, workflows, and practices. Our members ARE our users, and we work with them closely to collectively develop functions and services that support  their local digital repository and data curation goals and needs. A collaborative repository service like the Alliance’s has many benefits, including savings through cost- and resource-sharing and the development of a base of “community knowledge and expertise” to draw on when needed, but in many ways it is no different in its needs and activities than any single-institution repository service.



Repository Functions

http://public.ccsds.org/publications/archive/650x0b1.pdf
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Without going into great detail, I wanted to just touch on the recommended functions of a repository service – as identified in the OAIS Reference Model . Within OAIS each entity is broken out into more specific functions, but at a high level, the entities are: IngestData ManagementArchival StorageAccessAdministrationandPreservation PlanningSome of these functions  - or how to best develop and offer them – are moving targets, as we now look at the viability of  the Cloud,  capacity of data centers, and establishing private clouds that leverage existing inter-institutional trust relationships. 



Creators, Curators, and Consumers
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When considering the role repositories play in data curation, it is important to recognize the user communities that make use of repository functions and benefit from them. For the sake of this presentation, I’ll loosely categorize repository users into three groups – creators, curators, and consumers. Each has its own set of goals, needs, benefits, and expectations .  In reality, there is often overlap among these communities. We’ve heard a good bit about these communities already this morning, so I will only briefly profile them. Curators are charged with establishing and maintaining repository services, frequently focus on the content as objects to potentially keep, and focus resources on ensuring access and use of data is sustainable.  As the vision of the self-archiving creator dims, curators pursue and carry out the lion’s share of deposits into institutional repositories, often through batch ingest actions.  Creators of data are typically faculty, researchers, authors, or departmental staff. They generate data from their research, publications, business functions, or as part of digital conversion activities.  Creators can find deposit requirements – either software or policy driven  - challenging, but after deposit, can benefit from the visibility, reliability, and flexibility a repository offers. In some cases, the opportunity to leverage new publishing opportunities while retaining copyright of intellectual works, or the ability to control access to data temporarily, permanently, or to a specific group of consumers, is attractive to creators.  The ability to disseminate scholarly research to numerous discipline-based repositories and aggregators is also attractive. The ability to assign a persistent identifier to a resource for citation purposes has also long been identified as a benefit of repository submission, as well as having all of your scholarly work in one place that you don’t necessarily have to maintain, migrate, or manage once deposit is coordinated with the curator. Consumers may be considered the traditional end-user of repository services, with a focus on discovery and accessibility of repository data. Consumers of data found in or managed by repositories look for digital content that is reusable and reliable, with clear rights and usage information available.  To ensure that the needs of the creator, consumer, and curator are met by the repository services, the functional requirements can be aligned with data curation lifecycle models.



The DCC Curation
Lifecycle Model

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model/
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Understanding the curation lifecycle of digital content helps to “ensure continuity” of the data, its integrity and availability, over time. This model of the curation lifecycle , offered by the UK’s Digital Curation Centre, graphically identifies the actions of curation, from the moments of creation and appraisal through to migration, and potential reappraisal and possible disposition. Within this model, activities related to identifying, maintaining integrity, storage, and, use, and reuse are noted and can be followed to establish a sustainable repository service, in keeping with OAIS models.   There are several resources and tools available to repository administrators, such as TRAC, DRAMBORA, AIDA, PLATTER, Plato, and nestor,  to measure, record, assess, and evaluate trustworthiness, risk, functionality, or organizational soundness of a repository service. These can be usual in whole or part as repository services look to improve functionality, expand services, or reposition themselves within an organization.  



Curation Continuum

http://www.valaconf.org.au/vala2008/papers2008/111_Treloar_Final.pdf
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In evaluating its repository service’s usefulness, Monash University, as an example, has proposed the concept of the “curation continuum” in response to understanding repository relationships in the broader academic community.  Working from the notion that as information moves through its lifecycle it also moves through different communities, uses, and expectations of persistence and quality, Monash identified continua between two end points of different aspects of a repository service and the content stored therein. This continuum concept is interesting to consider and can help other repository services make choices about where and how to store data, how to manage it, and what risks to tolerate. In considering how the different continua can intersect –some of our traditional approaches to managing analog information objects are challeneged -  For instance, more items in a repository to be curated likely leads to less metadata, which can mean less preservation potential. Larger objects versus smaller objects can and has impacted repository design. In their re-conceptualization of their repository service to meet emerging curation needs, Monash also considered where and how to draw a dividing line along each continua and used those lines to design a multi-repository service to meet creator, consumer, and curator needs. 



Private, Collaborative, and Public 

http://www.valaconf.org.au/vala2008/papers2008/111_Treloar_Final.pdf
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By considering that based on where and how the creator, consumer, and curator communities interacted with each continua , Monash identified three types of repositories -  private, collaborative, and public – which overlay the progressions from large, numerous, controlled access, with less described data to more extensively described, more selective, more static, and smaller objects in the public repository – typically an open access space.  At each repository intersection there is a “curation boundary” where the curator mediates the movement of data from one community/domain to another as it moves through its lifecycle and its purpose and use are redirected.  



  

The DCC Curation 
Lifecycle Model

http://www.dcc.ac.uk/resources/curation-lifecycle-model/
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Coming back to the DCC Lifecycle model, we see well-defined, well-developed, and well-supported repository services could address many, if not all, aspects of the curation lifecycle. By acquiring, managing, versioning, identifying migrating needs, and -when necessary - disposing of digital information objects, repository services could support the fulfillment of curation commitments.  Repository services that provide mechanisms to create, modify, and exchange descriptive and representation information about the data (i.e. the various streams and types of metatdata), as well as support preservation planning actions can and need to anticipate “interoperability with the future,” while actively monitoring and responding to developments of and changes in standards, tools, and underlying software, hardware, and infrastructure.  Repository services can support generically the curation activities of a data large and small, scientific and cultural, and those activities, in turn respond to the needs of the communities of users – the creators, the consumers, and the curators themselves.



Thank You!

• ADR Repository Portals accessible via ADR 
Home page: http://adr.coalliance.org

• Contact Information
Jessica Branco Colati

jessica@coalliance.org
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